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3rd Grade Math

This week's session began with a count-around in which students count by 3s, 6s, and then 9s
to 90, making predictions and observations as they go. Then, students completed a checkpoint
to gauge their understanding of some of the skills and concepts presented in the unit thus far.
The checkpoint came home today. Students worked in pairs to build a measuring strip made of
cubes as well as matching paper strips for multiples from 2 through 10. Then the class looked at
their number lines together to discover relationships between multiples.

Reading

Word Study for  3rd graders consisted of gameplay this week breaking words into syllables to

decode manageable units. Word Study for 4th graders was recognizing and categorizing vowel

sounds with “r.” We read an autobiography this week; A Boy and A Jaguar . The children

responded to the book in writing. They wrote about the adults in the author’s life and the effect

they had on his life.  Lastly, we read two Greek myths and discussed the feelings, actions,

speech, and thoughts of Zeus and King Midas.



Writing

Students were tasked to find the heart of their stories this week. The heart is the most important

part because it gives life to the rest of the story.

Science and Environmental Education

The students enjoyed time with the book buddies this week and participated in the GREEN

challenge of destressing in nature. We made buckets of bubble solution and assembled large

wands made of string and headed out to the gazebo for fun and frolic with our buddies!

Students completed their first training of “Ecological Understandings” this week and will receive
their first water bottle sticker once we complete one last journal entry! Great job ECOHeroes!

To become an ECOHero, we will need to undergo training in four areas:
● Ecological Understandings, to ensure that you have knowledge of how nature truly

works
● Connection to Nature, to ensure that you love and care about the earth and its

inhabitants
● Outreach to Others, to ensure that you are teaching others about the importance of

keeping earth’s systems in good working order
● Habits that Help, to ensure that you are leaving an earth-friendly lifestyle.



Upcoming Events

10/16/2022 - PSO Harvest Fest

10/17/2022    Roasting Potatoes-bring a fork and small bowl

10/21/2022 - October Natural Leader Assembly

10/25/2022 - Board Nomination Committee Meeting 3:30 pm

10/25/2022 - Finance Committee Meeting 6:00 pm

10/25/2022 - Board Meeting 7:00 pm

10/28/2022 - Early Release

10/31/2022 - Halloween parade and parties

11/08/2022 - Election Day - No School

11/11/2022 - Early Release and end of 1st Trimester


